Road tournament victory relieves long drought

By Marc Schmer

As the clock wound down in Sunday’s endless game, the dramatic final seconds were played out. The Danes had managed to stay within the final seconds of regulation play, and the game was in overtime. The overtime period was filled with action, and the Danes emerged victorious, defeating the University of Vermont, 75-60, and moving on to the final of the Capital District Tournament.

This victory was especially sweet for the Danes, who had not won a game in the Capital District Tournament since 1980.

Minority hiring in SUNY sinks to dismally low

By Anthony Miller

The number of women and minorities in the SUNY system has dropped to its lowest level in recent years, according to a new report released by the SUNY administrator. While the numbers of female and minority faculty members have declined, the report notes that the problem is not limited to SUNY.

According to the report, the percentage of women and minorities in the SUNY system has dropped to just 36% and 30%, respectively, compared to 42% and 35% in 1990. The report attributes the decline to a lack of qualified candidates and a shortage of opportunities for minority faculty and staff.

The report also notes that the SUNY system has failed to meet its affirmative action goals, which were set in 1975. The system has made significant progress in recent years, but the report notes that more needs to be done.


drug deal robbery on quad ends in 3 arrests

By Tom Haggard

Three men were arrested on Thursday night after a drug deal went bad on the University of Albany campus. The incident occurred at 9 p.m. on Thursday when the dealers attempted to sell drugs to a undercover officer. The undercover officer and police officers were able to arrest the suspects and recover the drugs, which were valued at $250.

The suspects, who are all students at the University of Albany, were charged with possession of a controlled substance and resisting arrest. They were released on $500 bail and are due in court on Monday.

Police are提醒ing students to be cautious when dealing with drugs and to report any incidents to the police department.

Mike Datta celebrates after the Pittsburh vs.

Albany's Mike Datta celebrated after the Pittsburg vs.

Albany game on Saturday night. The Danes won the game, 79-66, and moved on to the final of the Capital District Tournament.

Datta finished the game with 16 points and 10 rebounds, and was named the tournament MVP.

Albany captures Ithaca Tournament

By Marc Haggard

The Ithaca Bombers were no match for the Albany Danes in the Capital District Tournament, as the Danes won the championship game, 75-60. The Danes had already defeated the Bombers in the semifinals, 77-75.

The Danes were led by Mike Datta, who scored 16 points and grabbed 10 rebounds. Datta was named the tournament MVP.

The Danes will now advance to the NCAA tournament, where they will face the winner of the Northeastern Conference tournament.

By Mare Schwara

The Danes, who have been struggling with injuries, were able to put their season to rest with a win over the University of Vermont, 75-60, in the final of the Capital District Tournament.

The Danes were led by Mike Datta, who scored 16 points and grabbed 10 rebounds. Datta was named the tournament MVP.

The Danes will now advance to the NCAA tournament, where they will face the winner of the Northeastern Conference tournament.
Feeling out of place?

Dr. Ruth Westheimer, author of "The Dr. Ruth Show," was on hand last week at a panel discussion to give advice on sexual responsibility. "It was a dumb thing," said Winston Greene, co-chairman of the President's Council on Economic Advisers, "I don't care if I sound like a broken record, but I want to be noticed." She added that she wants to speak to sexually active people to use condoms, asking "What can we do that day, when we can't do anything else?"

Missile plan lacks support

Chiefs' position was "not necessarily" a setback for the administration, according to Larry Speakes, White House press secretary. "It's a position," he said, "that the administration anticipates a tough fight in Congress." But Fieseltin declined to make any specific predictions. "There seems to be a good strong will to move ahead," he said. "I don't know what will happen." Dr. Westheimer called for sexual responsibility in a place like that today, saying, "I don't know if I can answer it." She added, "Especially since we belong to this society, with its millions of people who are not in need of financial aid." Dr. Westheimer is a sexual therapist at Columbia University and a sex educator. "We're going to tie breaking the law," she said, "And they're going to tie breaking the law."

Dr. Westheimer calls for sexual responsibility

Missiles to be deployed

According to President Ronald Reagan, the U.S. will deploy MX super-missiles to strategic targets in the U.S. as early as March 1983. "This is a very important decision," he said, "And we're going to make sure that they're deployed in a very safe and secure manner." The President said that the MX missiles would be deployed simultaneously with the Defense Ministry's. "This is a very important decision," he said, "And we're going to make sure that they're deployed in a very safe and secure manner." Dr. Westheimer called for sexual responsibility in a place like that today, saying, "I don't know if I can answer it." She added, "Especially since we belong to this society, with its millions of people who are not in need of financial aid." Dr. Westheimer is a sexual therapist at Columbia University and a sex educator. "We're going to tie breaking the law," she said. "And they're going to tie breaking the law."

Proposal for university stadium to host teams killed by deadline

Council urges repeal of Solomon Amendment
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Weightlifting hours cut in revamp

By Suzanne Abels

The Pub welcomes back the area's finest "Ariel" with

Dr. Gregory, Dr. Daniel, Dr. Mark, Dr. Robert, Dr. Joseph, Dr. Miriam, Dr. Michael, Dr. Arnold, Dr. Emily, Dr. Sarah, and Dr. Jane... Presenting

A PROGRAM OF CONTEMPORARY SONGS

at the PUB in St. Peter's Church, 12 Church St., Albany, this Thursday night, December 10th, at 9:00 p.m. Admission: $3.00 for members, $4.00 for non-members. For more information, call 463-8310.

Canadian is a living language.

Molson Golden. That's Canadian for great taste.
Celebrate the Holidays with Us!

SOLOMON GRUNDY'S PUB
in Rockville Centre

-Presents-

ALBANY NITE II

Thursday Dec. 30th 9 till???
Half price admission—One SUNYA ID
Required for every 3 people

12oz. Buds $1.00  Bar Drinks $1.00

And L.I.'s New and Upcoming Hot Band

The Kids
with
Arian Knight

210 Merrick Rd. Rockville Centre, 516-764-4700
1½ miles south of exit 17S on the Southern State

JSC Hillcl shortchanged in SA speakers money

By Bob Gardner
Editor

Minority hiring

"Front Page"
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Foreign journalists find fault with U.S. press

By Mark Hamburger

The recent press plan to publish a
summary of international news under
positive news of the third world and
other nations — such was the system of
five international journalists facing a
frontal attack: "The American Press — How
the East to the West." The plan was
announced at the International Press
Conference in Davos, Switzerland, last
week. The plan was criticized by four
international journalists, including
France, Adewunmi of Nigeria, moderator
James Aronson.

First of all, it's not true that the press is
ignoring international news. What you
write is that the press is ignoring the
international news that is not news to
the United States.

This is the reason for the "American
Press — How the East to the West."

"The American Press — How the East to
the West" is a summary of the American
press's coverage of international news.
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Wallenberg up for Nobel thanks to student

By Neil Tevebaugh-Kenwryck

As part of the Swedish legation in Budapest, Hungary, in 1944, Wallenberg is known for his efforts to rescue 100,000 Jews from extermination by the Nazi SS. He was killed in action, according to Tevebaugh-Kenwryck. "Wallenberg's tour of duty there. The problem is in securing secondary nomination," he said. "We've got something going here," he added.

"All of this was remarkably easy to do. All we have to do is recognize Wallenberg's achievements in our own sector of the community," he said. "We've got something going here," he concluded.

"I've seen many, many Jews and saved them and the capability of that has got to be seen," he said. "The day Wallenberg started out with a small group of people and he started to work on this, it was a small group of people," he said. "He had a very small group to start with," he said. "But Wallenberg had been nominated for the Nobel Prize in 1945 by Albert Einstein. But, he thought his nomination was important in securing secondary nomination."
Coaligning responsibility

Coalition politics is likely busier in any progressive community. Trying to forge alliances between different and related groups with the hopes of producing a unified force that will dismantle social and political institutions is too often a dream. The Wallflower Order, for whom political alliances are a part of its political base, has sought to align itself with such groups as the Central American Solidarity Alliance (CASA), the Tri-City Women's Center, This River of Feminism, the Feminist Forum, and SUNY Feminist Alliance. Although they are both left of center, they claim to be different groups with similar political or social orientations. The problem is, however, that we sometimes see things in different directions.

I was so discouraged by the Wallflower Order's politics beyond their immediate issue of anti-Semitism that I almost decided to cut my losses and not respond. When I met Libby Post Roberta Goldberg

The analysis of women's roles in the performance of Wallflower Order's politics beyond their immediate issue of anti-Semitism is crucial to the understanding of how they represent themselves and the role of feminism in relation to society. The Wallflower Order's politics are thus a manifestation of the cultural and political climate in which they are operating. However, it is also important to consider how their politics relate to the broader context of feminist politics in society.

The Wallflower Order's politics are a reflection of the political climate in which they are operating. They claim to be a group of women who are dedicated to anti-racism, anti-fascism, and anti-feminism. These are wide-ranging issues, and it is important to consider how these issues are related to the broader context of feminist politics in society.
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ANNOUNCING THE FORMATION OF AN ALTERNATIVE RELIGIOUS SERVICE ON THE SUNYA CAMPUS

CONSERVATIVE MINYAN

RIGOROUS, LITURGICAL, WITH ALL MAZTAR TRADITIONS
facilitated by
David Woman, Student C.I. Jewe is Talmudic student at the
Jewish Theological Seminar of America

THE ALTERNATIVE MINYAN will be held once a month
with the first one taking place on
December 11 9:30 am
at Chapel House in the Main Hall
Lunch will follow services

THE NEW CONSERVATIVE MINYAN IS SPONSORED BY JSC-HILLEL
In cooperation with CMETZ and the Jewish Theological Seminary

SA USED BOOK LISTING

for your convenience

Fill out the following form and submit to the SA Office by
Monday, December 20, 5:00 p.m.

NO CHARGE FOR LISTINGS

For more Listing Forms, go to the Contact Contact Office.

SA Used Book Listing

NAME: ________________________
PHONE: ________________________

Course No. Course Name Book (Title, Author, Ed.) Cost

Submit by 12/20/82 to the SA Office
Inside...  
5a: Film  MGT analyzes the best of flicks, the worst of flicks
6a: Video  Oaky confesses a lost love—his video date gone commercial...
7a: Feminism  Sisters unite—Thunders calendar of the year's most significant events
8a-9a: Music  VanDenburgh and Schneider; Three intimate looks
10a-11a: Sports  Haspel and Schwark describe the agony and defeat of the past seasons
12a-13a: Politics  O'Brien and Mr. H-K.D. match wits on the potential instruments of influence
15a: Ideas  A classic from Quinn Carroll's personal best, and all that jazz

Word On A Wing  
Time it was, and what a time it was, ... a time of innocence, a time of confidences. Long ago it must be, I have a photograph. Preserve your memories, they're all that's left to you.

Simon & Garfunkel
The Women's Movement: Sisterhood is Powerful—A Look at The Year's Progress

In the tumultuous year of the second feminist moment, if you doubt the massive growth of the movement for women's rights, read The 96th Report of Betty Friedan's Women's Political Movement in 1963 because 1968 marked the beginning of a new era. And for those of you who believe that feminism is a "fad," you are wrong. There has been a movement for women's rights for more than a century. We have been fighting for the right to vote, equal pay, and an end to sexual harassment. Women are finally being heard and their voices are being heard! In this article, we will discuss some of the highlights of the year that have contributed to the growth of the movement for women's rights.

In 1968, the movement for women's rights made significant progress. Women's rights activists argued that women should be treated as equals in society and that their voices should be heard. They fought for the right to vote, equal pay, and an end to sexual harassment. The movement for women's rights has been gaining momentum for more than a century.
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The Message Of 1982

Music:

Damian's Game

In the year in which the song "Goody Two Shoes" dominated the charts, the album "Homestead" by Homestead continued to be a critical and commercial success. The lead single, "Goody Two Shoes," was a massive hit, reaching number one on the charts. The album itself was well-received by critics, who praised its unique blend of pop and rock influences. The band's sound was lauded for its ability to bridge the gap between the two genres, creating a新鲜的 musical landscape.

Bob Schneider

This year we have seen the emergence of a new generation of musicians who are rejecting the idea of genre boundaries. The album "Homestead" is a testament to this trend, as it seamlessly integrates elements of rock, pop, and country. The band's ability to adapt to changing musical tastes is admirable, and it is clear that they are not afraid to experiment with their sound. The album continues to receive critical acclaim, and it is likely that it will remain a favorite among music lovers for years to come.

Pop-Pop-Pop Music

In the year 1982, music continued to evolve, with a new wave of artists taking the industry by storm. The album "Homestead" is just one example of the innovative work being done by musicians across the globe. As the music industry enters a new era, it is clear that artists like Damian's Game are pushing the boundaries of what is possible in the world of pop music.
Sports: The Year Of Tragedy And Triumph
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Politics: Portrait Of The Artist

The magazine most other people want to be on the cover. Fuck them. Have you gotta match?

Art? Fuck Art. I don't care about art. I just want to live. I'm not trying to arrogate myself. The people who degrade 'People' magazine the most are those that want to be on the cover. Fuck them. Have you gotta match?

I, more than any other person, want to destroy the world. It's not in their best interests, but it's in mine.

Art, culture, imagination...no, not a lifestyle a life. The church told me to be reverent. The people who degrade 'People' magazine the most are those that want to be on the cover. Fuck them. Have you gotta match?

All the resources of the state, its whole potential and instruments of influence, primarily the official and secret repressive apparatus, the army, the mass media, the educational system, juridical institutions, diplomatic departments, and so on, are thrown into fight against communism.

Bob O'Brien

Let Me Introduce Myself...

I am a liar. Not a crooked, double-dealing type of liar. A humble, honest, sincere type of liar. I lie to maintain the image of others. I lie to the people I trust and love, to the people I respect and care about. I lie to myself, too, and I lie to those I know. I lie to everyone. I lie to maintain my illusions and ideals, to protect my illusions and ideals, to protect my illusions and ideals. I lie to maintain my illusions and ideals, to protect my illusions and ideals, to protect my illusions and ideals. I lie to maintain my illusions and ideals, to protect my illusions and ideals, to protect my illusions and ideals.

Hubert-Kenneth Dickey

The eighties in review*

The American culture has defined a person as an individual who is a part of an Ingroup or an ethnic community is defined by the culture of which the group is an integral part. The American culture has defined a person as an individual who is a part of an Ingroup or an ethnic community is defined by the culture of which the group is an integral part. The American culture has defined a person as an individual who is a part of an Ingroup or an ethnic community is defined by the culture of which the group is an integral part.

All cases have included the Constitution and/ or The Federalist Papers as exceptions.

Tyrannical, dictatorial, oppressive, inhumane...no, not a lifestyle a life. The people who degrade 'People' magazine the most are those that want to be on the cover. Fuck them. Have you gotta match?

I don't care about art. I just want to live. I'm not trying to arrogate myself. The people who degrade 'People' magazine the most are those that want to be on the cover. Fuck them. Have you gotta match?

I don't care about art. I just want to live. I'm not trying to arrogate myself. The people who degrade 'People' magazine the most are those that want to be on the cover. Fuck them. Have you gotta match?

I don't care about art. I just want to live. I'm not trying to arrogate myself. The people who degrade 'People' magazine the most are those that want to be on the cover. Fuck them. Have you gotta match?

I don't care about art. I just want to live. I'm not trying to arrogate myself. The people who degrade 'People' magazine the most are those that want to be on the cover. Fuck them. Have you gotta match?
Meanwhile...

Friday and Saturday - December 10, 11

All That Jazz

N

Ode To Rimbaud

We wrestled between the sheets.

Rimbaud and I

His delicious lips—the gates opened.

His scorpion tongue.

I giggled as if a virgin.

I chuckled with experience.

I seditized

Craving a man

as such

sage of the two sides

who would stand the pressure

of my poetic thighs.

Linda Quinn
**DUTCH QUAD BOARD PROUDLY PRESENTS**

**The Not So Silent Night Party**

A Holiday Extravaganza

Saturday, Dec. 11
9pm - 2am
Dutch L-Uounge

featuring the rock-n-roll
classic music of

D.J. Craig
and surprise guest

Santa Claus
(and his elves)

Beer, Soda, Egg Nog, Munchies
$2.00 w/ tax card
$3.00 w/ out tax card
Double Proof of 19 years required!

---

**THE COMPUTER ROOM IS MAJORING IN COLLEGE DISCOUNTS**

The area's oldest and largest computer dealer is now offering major discounts to students of eligible college students, faculty and employees. For example, you can purchase the IBM personal computer at a unexcelled 20% off the list price or the popular Apple II personal computer with disk drive for 16% off the list price.

CHECK OUT THE COMPUTER ROOM TODAY

Check out our entire list of specially priced computers and equipment today. The friendly expert at the Computer Room will analyze your needs and suggest the system that's right for you at a price you can afford.

BRING YOUR ID:

Students will be asked to present photo identification from their university or college. Faculty will be asked to present ID.

**THE COMPUTER ROOM**

Capital District 1492 Central Avenue, Colle. D 01548-1130
Glen Falls 38 Black Street, Glens Falls, NY 12801

---

**LETTERS**

**Early action**

To the Editor:

As we close the semester, it is important to prepare now for next semester's course offerings. The tips I wish to offer are pertinent to the computer science program.

Firstly, the importance of early registration cannot be overstated. Students should make it a priority to register as soon as possible to ensure enrollment in the courses of their choice. This will not only guarantee a spot in the desired courses but also help in planning the schedule for the upcoming semester.

Secondly, the University's computer science program offers a variety of courses. Students should consider their interests and goals when selecting courses. The offered courses range from introductory to advanced levels, catering to both new and experienced students.

Lastly, students should be aware of the availability of resources within the program. The Computer Science Department offers workshops, seminars, and guest lectures to enhance the learning experience. By taking advantage of these resources, students can gain a deeper understanding of the subject matter.

In conclusion, early action is crucial in planning for the next semester. By registering early, students can ensure their enrollment in desired courses and take advantage of the resources available within the Computer Science Department.

Sincerely,

[Name]

[Affiliation]

---

**Letters to the Editor**

[Editorial Assistant]:

We encourage all students to submit their letters to the Editor. Letters should be concise, well-written, and relevant to the current issues discussed in the publication. Please ensure your letters are submitted by the deadline to be considered for publication.

---

**Healthy questions**

To the Editor:

As a health enthusiast, I would like to address an important issue that I have noticed among my peers. It seems that many students are not aware of the various health-related resources available on campus.

One resource that should not go unnoticed is the Health Service. The Health Service provides a wide range of services, including physical exams, mental health assessments, and counseling. Students should take advantage of these services to maintain their overall health.

Additionally, the campus fitness center offers a variety of fitness classes and equipment to help students stay active and healthy. Encouraging students to use these resources can greatly benefit their physical and mental well-being.

In conclusion, it is crucial for students to be informed about the health-related resources available on campus. By utilizing these resources, students can lead healthier lives and enjoy a more fulfilling academic experience.

Sincerely,

[Name]

[Affiliation]
Dane and Terrier grapplers expect a dogfight
X-MAS GIFTS
LARGE SELECTION OF STUFFED TOYS
AT LOW - LOW PRICES
WE ALSO CARRY SATIN & SEQUIN SHOES
GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFTS
CALL KEN 457-8741 OR SEE ME IN FRONT OF THE CAMPUS CENTER
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Women swimmers beat RPI 72-60
By Tracy Campbell

Wednesday night the Albany State women's swimming team took on RPI and lost 146-86. Despite the loss, however, the team members did not fare badly. 

The women's swimming team scored their second win of the season after a loss 72-60 win over RPI on Wednesday. 

In the league standings, the team is second in the league standings with 15 points, behind the first-place team with 20 points. The team is looking to improve their standing in the league standings and continue to build a stronger team for the future. 

Defense leads J.V. Danes over Oneonta 66-49
By Alan Konieczny

Albany High School's J.V. basketball team beat Oneonta 66-49 on Thursday night. The game was held at the Albany High School gymnasium. 

The J.V. Dane's zone defense shut down Oneonta's second half scoring efforts to only 22 points. The boys are back in town. 

The German Club

The German Club is holding a holiday party on December 19th. The party will be held at 7:00 PM in Room L-10 of the Union. 

The party will feature traditional German food, music, and dancing. All are welcome to attend and celebrate the holiday season with the German Club members. 

Holiday Shopping is Easy at the Cheese Connection

Our festive, traditional assortment of cheeses and gourmet meats were perfect holiday gifts with the cheese platter for the perfect host. 

Also, Holiday entertaining can be easy with our delicious platter and platters. Just choose from one-of-a-kind classic or custom. We will handle all the details, so you can enjoy the festivities. Call 405-2727 for details. 

The Cheese Connection
Shops for Mass. 10-9 Sun, 1-9 Mon
663-6969

Graduate to Gold

You're about to receive your degree and the future is wide open. Whether you're looking for a job or planning to pursue further education, there are many opportunities to choose from. 

The German Club will be hosting a holiday party on December 19th to celebrate the peace and joy of the season. 

The German Club

Debbie, Rosanna, & June

Your impressions on our section will be everlasting. And the last place they ever expected to be is on the same side.
The 24-lb. answer to your personal computer needs

The Osborne 1 is the number 1 choice in portable computers for people who take success personally...

Any machine that captures 81% of the portable computer market in its first year and must be considered a success. At least all computer by the time it is five months old. The Osborne 1 is no exception.

In two years, Osborne Industries will be marketing its third model, the Osborne 2, which is expected to be an improvement over the Osborne 1 in both performance and price.

The Osborne 1 has a CRT display, two disk drives, a built-in modem, and a built-in microphone. It is also capable of running a variety of software programs, including the popular word processor, WordStar.

The Osborne 1 is also known for its ruggedness. It can withstand shocks and vibrations that would destroy a typical computer.

In conclusion, the Osborne 1 is a great choice for people who need a portable computer that is both powerful and reliable. Its price point makes it an excellent value for the money.

--Mark Griner

Great Dane Fan of the Week

In this edition of the sports section, we feature our fan of the week, who has shown his support for the University of Texas basketball team. The fan, who goes by the name of "Tommy Lee," has been a regular attendee at games and has shown his appreciation for the team.

Tommy Lee is a long-time fan of the Texas Longhorns and has been coming to games since he was a child. He says that he has been a season ticket holder for over 15 years and has never missed a home game.

In addition to attending games, Tommy Lee also supports the team through his activism. He is a member of the Texas Longhorns Booster Club and has been involved in several fundraising events.

Tommy Lee is excited about the upcoming season and hopes that the team will have a successful year. He encourages other fans to come out and show their support.

--By Birr Fischer

NCAA conferences begin season

By Birr Fischer

The season will have started to form.

The season is starting to take shape, as NCAA conferences begin their seasons.

The SEC—Probably this year's most competitive conference, Vanderbilt and Florida are the favorites.

The ACC—Probably this year's most competitive conference, with Virginia and Duke leading the pack.

The Big Ten—The Big Ten is a conference that is known for its competitive teams, with Michigan and Ohio State leading the way.

The Big East—Big East teams have come out with their strongest teams in years, with Pittsburgh and Syracuse leading the way.

The Big West—Big West teams have been off to a strong start, with Long Beach State and Cal State Fullerton leading the way.

The Big Sky—Big Sky teams have been off to a strong start, with Montana and Idaho leading the way.

The Big South—Big South teams have been off to a strong start, with Coastal Carolina and Campbell leading the way.

The Big Ten—The Big Ten is a conference that is known for its competitive teams, with Michigan and Ohio State leading the way.

The Big East—Big East teams have come out with their strongest teams in years, with Pittsburgh and Syracuse leading the way.

The Big West—Big West teams have been off to a strong start, with Long Beach State and Cal State Fullerton leading the way.

The Big Sky—Big Sky teams have been off to a strong start, with Montana and Idaho leading the way.

The Big South—Big South teams have been off to a strong start, with Coastal Carolina and Campbell leading the way.

Tommy Lee's

OFFERS FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE

FREE TRANSPORTATION from SUNY to JADE and return

FRIDAY 5pm-9pm
SATURDAY 5pm-9pm
MONDAY 5pm-9pm
TUESDAY 5pm-9pm
WEDNESDAY 5pm-9pm
THURSDAY 5pm-9pm
FRIDAY 5pm-9pm
SATURDAY 5pm-9pm
MONDAY 5pm-9pm
TUESDAY 5pm-9pm
WEDNESDAY 5pm-9pm
THURSDAY 5pm-9pm

Our specialty: Shishka, Hummus, and DST. DST drinks available at $7.00.

SUNY Students can take advantage of these specials. Some offers may vary by location.
Every Friday at the STRING
Live Entertainment
This Fri. & Next
Fuzzy Bros.
Every Sunday Nashville Artistic
Country Healy
Bing College D.D. and Drink 2 for 1 Always
With the Ad - 1 Free Drink
Kitchen Always Open

THE SHOE STRING INN
458 DELAWARE AVE.
ALBANY, NY 462-9359

PIZZA-TO-GO
ANY PIZZA WITH 1 OR MORE TOPPINGS
1 coupon per order
$1 459-1551

SUPERTRAMP
A&M Records invites SUNY students to the New Music Shack for a special on A&M records and tapes. All A&M $3.98 records and tapes are priced at just $5.99 thru Sunday, 12/12 with student I.D. or copy of this ad.

The Music Shack
61 Central Avenue
Albany, NY
Phone 465-1415

WHERE ALL $6.98 LP's & TAPES ARE PRICED AT $6.99 EVERY DAY

Casey's Luncheonette
Open 24 Hours
my how
breakfast special
2 eggs, toast, & coffee $80
12 central ave, albany

men swimmers lose home opener

The Danes take on the RPI women's basketball team (2-9) in UAlbany's Alumni Gym tonight at 9:30.

The women's basketball team improved its record to 4-1 with a 55-49 win over New Paltz last Tuesday.

Women's Basketball
Tonight vs. Potsdam at 6:30 p.m. in the gym.

Because the AFS will not be published on December 18th, the following announcement will be made in this issue:

HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY JULIE
(You're still too young to drink, but you're old enough for everything else!!)

Enjoy the Florida Sun & Surf for Less
No Plans, No Fun, Self-Serve in the heart of Miami! Trip $10-$119.
Save $35-$79. Plus club of 1960's & 70's. Ionian home is a must, stay in Miami or sail to the Bahamas for only $1,395! Call now for your free brochure.

William Garden Hotel
1430 SE 15th Ave.
Miami, Fl 33139
Call: (305) 577-0066

Brad's Pizza
105 Stockade Rd.
Albany, NY

Bella's Pizza
36 South Main Street
Albany, NY

Free Delivery
On All Orders Over $25

Giod Corso
Profeccio

One Off Any Pie
Bella's Pizza
This offer expires 12/31/83
Danes defeat Dragons with second half surge

By Mark Schwartz

There was good news for SUNY Albany as it began the basketball season on Monday night. The Danes defeated the University at Buffalo 87-83 with a second half surge.

The Danes came out on top of the Dragons, 52-48, at the end of the first half. The Dragons' defense held the Danes to 6-of-18 shooting from the field and forced them to go inside to score.

However, the Danes were able to turn the game around in the second half. They scored 35 points in the second half, while holding the Dragons to 35 points, to take the lead and stay ahead for the rest of the game.

"We had a great second half," said Albany assistant coach Tom Pecoraro. "We really came out strong in the second half and were able to pull away for the win."